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Supervisors and Managers


   Personnel management United States. Industrial management United States.


   Supervision of employees Psychological aspects. Interpersonal relations. Personnel management Psychological aspects. Work Psychological aspects.

   Supervision of employees Cross-cultural studies. Leadership Cross-cultural studies.

Supervisors and Managers
ILR School Theses and Dissertations: a listing


Supervisors and Managers

**Hospitals Administration. Hospitals Personnel management.**


**Executives Training of. Supervision of employees Study and teaching. Personnel management. Training Foremen and supervisors.**


**Perception. Power (Social sciences). Promotions.**


**Nurses United States Job satisfaction Case studies. Supervision of employees.**


**Supervisors, Industrial Labor unions United States. Collective bargaining unit United States. Collective bargaining Government employees United States.**


**Leadership Case studies. Supervision of employees Case studies. Difference (Psychology).**


**Lima Light and Power Company. Supervision of employees Case studies. Supervisors, Industrial Case studies.**


**Personnel directors. Supervisors. Personnel management.**


**Communication in management Case studies. Supervision of employees Case studies. Social interaction Case studies.**

1968. M.S. Turney, John Richard. **Technical competence and other leadership role requirements as perceived by technical-professional subordinates and managers in different organizational functions and levels.** Advisor: N. Rosen.
1967. Ph.D. Balk, Walter L.  **Certain social psychological aspects of supervisory performance quantification in large work organizations.**

  Supervision of employees.  Psychology, Industrial.  Employee attitude surveys.

1967. Ph.D. Belasco, James A.  **Training as a change agent: a constructive evaluation.**

  Employees Training of.  Supervisors, Industrial.


  Job satisfaction Case studies.  Supervision of employees Case studies.

1966. Ph.D. Lundberg, Craig Carl.  **Patterns of organizational decisioning: a conceptual scheme and its application in a study of comparative cases in industry.**

  Decision making.  Decision making--Case studies.  Organization--Case studies.


1965. M.S. Schwartzbaum, Allan Murray.  **The motivation of supervisors to interact horizontally and diagonally.**


1964. Ph.D. Jain, Sagar Chand.  **Social origins and careers of industrial managers in India.**

  Executives India.  Industrial management India.  Occupational mobility India.  India Economic policy.  Industries India.

1964. M.S. Sales, Stephen Mark.  **A laboratory investigation of the effectiveness of two industrial supervisory patterns.**


1963. Ph.D. Buck, Vernon E.  **Job pressures on managers: sources, subjects, and correlates.**


Supervisors and Managers

       Engineers.  Organization.

       Industrial arts--Study and teaching.  School supervision, Secondary.

1954.  M.S.  Senderoff, Geraldine.  Using attitude surveys and results for supervisory development programs.
       Employee attitude surveys Case studies.  Supervisors, Industrial Case studies.


1950.  M.S. in ILR  Barone, Nancy Carol (Stockdale).  Areas of managerial training needs in small retail stores.
       Stores, Retail Management.  Executives Training of.

1950.  Ph.D.  Foltman, Felician F.  Factors bearing on supervisory morale - an analysis of a training program, the philosophy of management, and certain personnel practices; a case study.


       Supervisors, Industrial.


1947.  M.S.  Bruce, Robert Lee.  Employee merit rating, its development, value and role in supervision.